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Langton's ant is a well-known cellular automata. It was
created in 1986 by the biologist Christopher Langton,
who wanted to create a simple virtual biological entity
(an ant for example), give it a very simple set of rules,
and then watch how it evolves over time. The rules are
very simple: You place an ant on a lattice (a chess
board) which has all the squares coloured white.
1. The ant moves forward one square.
2. If the square is WHITE the ant turns RIGHT if the
square is BLACK the ant turns LEFT.
3. Invert the colour of the square you were on and
repeat steps 1 to 3.
Why is Langton’s ant cellular automata important?
The rules of Langton’s ant has been shown to be Turin
complete, meaning that the ant is capable of universal
computation. Thus Langton’s ant can simulate its own
self. This also means that any machine learning
algorithms that are currently running on computers
which utilise the four basic logic gates (And, Or, Not &
Xor) can be simulated using the Langton’s Ant algorithm.
In this article I introduce an equation that
represents the three rules and then explore its
properties and implications. Contrary to popular belief, it
is clear from the equation shown above and discussed
below that the Langton’s ant lattice can be described as
a one dimensional vector and not two.
It can be shown that the ant will always build a
highway under a specific set of conditions, namely a
small area of one single colour (enough to populate the
“104 highway”) and only two squares of opposite colour
diagonally positioned next to the ant. Figure 1 shows all
four corners populated (left-hand side) so that the ant’s
initial direction (gray arrow) is not important.

Fig. 1. Initial conditions for Langton’s ant.
https://bigtheta.io/2017/07/29/Langton’s-ant.html

On a bounded surface the conditions for the
highway become more scarce over time, resulting in
the highway being completely supressed. It is clear
that the Langton’s ant highway will always continue
as long as the lattice size is large enough to contain
it.

The Ant’s Behavior
How does Langton’s ant behave? The simple rules
given above generate Langton’s ant. Figure 2 shows
19 symmetrical images which emerge during the first
473 iterations. From 475 to 9970 iterations there are
no more symmetries found, just chaos with no
discernible pattern as in Fig. 3.
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Fig 2. Example images from the first 473 iteration.

leaving behind just a mathematical formula, this formula
when cast on the complex plane had similarities with the
Telegraphers Equation, something which I am familiar
with.
So where does the chaos come from? The answer is
surprisingly simple. The ant’s direction is a function of its
own environment (the direction it is told to move in is
due to the sum of all the squares in the lattice), while at
the same time this environment is a function of the ant
(a particular square is inverted, thus changing the
environment), they both influence each other, the chaos
occurs because each unique square that is turned from
white to black has to wait for a repeat visit from the ant
before the square is put back from black to white again,
the number of iterations that are required to do this are
dependent on the environment. Due to the fact the ant
can only move one square and rotate only 90 degrees
each iteration, it can become a convoluted trip to get
back to the specific square, to complicate matters this
pathway also changes due to the changes in the lattice,
so the time delay between repeat visits also changes,
resulting in a rich source of chaos.
During the first 473 steps the ant produces 19
symmetrical images (see Fig. 2) at the following iteration
points:[1,2,4,8,9,14,16,18,48,52,97,184,185,368,369,38
4,385,472 and 473 ]. At 9970 steps the 104 attractor
(highway) begins to emerge and continues unbounded
forever. By placing the ant on a bounded lattice such as
a torus, we can create a topological continuum for the
ant. In Fig. 4 the matrix  is wrapped around the torus.
Figure 5 shows iterations 52; 12,000, and 2,097,152 of
Langton’s ant on the surface of a one dimensional torus.

Fig. 3. Example image from iterations 475 to 9970.

How can such a simple sequence create such a
complex behaviour? To help answer this question, I have
introduced a new wave equation which gives us a first
order recurrence relation for generating Langton’s ant,
the “Langton’s ant wave equation”, has only one variable
E which represents the size of the lattice, the most
striking feature is it forms the general solution to an
elliptical SHM wave equation:

.
The equation was developed when I wrote a
computer program in assembly language to generate
Langton’s ant, the sections of code that mapped the
linear memory space to the screen and other sections of
code that dealt with the choice of direction for the ant
could all be replaced with simple calculations using only
the data from the memory space (lattice), this allowed
me to remove all the if/then statements from the code

Fig. 4. Lattice wrapped around a torus.

Fig 5. Iterations on the surface of a torus.

This bounded continuum inhibits the formation
of the highway by forcing it to wrap around the
boundary points (A,B,C,D) in the above image and
eventually the highway interacts with lattice squares it
has already visited, which breaks the 104 cycle. This can
be seen in the following image where the highway has
six attempts at formation but breaks up when it reaches
areas that have already been previously visited.
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Fig. 6. Binary matrix (left) and occupancy matrix (right).

The top portion of Fig. 8 is a false temperature surface
map which represents how many visits a particular
square has had and thus how many times the colour has
been inverted from white to black after 20,000,000
iterations. Taking a snapshot of the occupancy lattice
(the false colour map) and taking a spectrum of the
colours, yields the plot in Fig. 9. The left portion of Fig. 9
shows a cumulative plot, on a 256x256 lattice, it shows
65536 (y axis) squares have had a single (x axis)visit
from the ant, 40,000 squares have had at least 50 visits,
5000 squares have had 100 visits and only one square
has a 150 visits.

Fig. 7. Top-down view of the occupancy matrix.

After 131072 iterations, the left portion of Fig. 6
is the binary matrix  and the right portion is the
occupancy matrix. A top down view of the plot appears
in Fig. 7. Gradually over time the continuum develops a
pseudo-random distribution of equal numbers of black
and white squares, this is the saturated equilibrium
point, with all white squares the ant keeps turning right
more than left, but at each turn these white squares are
being turned black. At some point these black squares
force the ant to turn left and the black squares are
turning white. This perturbation can be seen in the lower
portion of Fig. 8.

Fig. 9. Occupancy bucket bount.

Taking a first order moment of this plot we get
the right-hand portion nof Fig. 9; thus it is clear the
largest number of squares with a common visitation rate
is about 60. By cherry picking an iteration rate that is
one half the volume of the lattice E^3/2 we can
centralise the jagged plot, and by repeating these
iteration blocks once more and superimposing the data
over the previous plot we can see the true nature of
Langton’s ant in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10. Centralized occupancy bucket count.

The right-hand portion of Fig. 10 is the
difference in height between the two block iteration
plots on the left. Repeating these block iterations 32
times produces the plots shown in Fig. 11. The upper
two panels are a 2d view. The lower two panels are a 3d
surface view. The large amplitudes represent the lattice
when all the squares were the same colour, over time
the amplitudes fade away and represents the equal
spread of black and white squares.
Fig. 8. False temperature
components of the theta plot.
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produce the 3d plot in Fig. 13.

Fig. 11. Block iterations in 2d (upper) and 3d (lower).

Changing the density of the matrix by populating
the state space  with alternate zeros which cause the
rotation of the ant to stop, since the negative value of
zero is still zero, this results in the ant continuing in the
same direction it was going in until it reaches a BLACK
or WHITE square, the effects can be seen Fig. 12. The
left panel is a normal state space, in which every square
contains the ability to rotate. In the middle panel, every
alternate square has zero in it, this means the square
cannot be inverted thus inhibiting the rotation. Notice
how the image has become expanded in just the y axis.
In the right panel, each normal square is followed by
two squares with zero in it. Notice how the image has
been rotated and expanded. These features need to be
researched further.

Fig. 12. Normal state space (left), state space with alternate
squares containing 0 (center), and state space with two
consecutive squares containing 0.

Further Research
Currently I am looking at the following equation:

where the Hamiltonian in the Langton’s ant wave
equation can be recast with x and t giving

.
Then the Jaccobian matrix above can be formed. With
the Hamiltonian elements, (a and d) set to zero we get
the Langton’s ant wave equation. If the elements are
turned into vectors X, Y, and Z giving three distinct ant
domains, each one a different size to the other, we can

Fig. 13. 3d plot of Hamiltonian elements.

Several new questions are now being considered.
1. What is the relationship between the density of the
matrix and lattice size, and is there a hidden curve?
2. What are the Fourier components of the theta plot
(the one below the false colour map in Fig. 8)?
3. What is the ratio between the size of the lattice and
the number of iterations required to reach saturation
(equal spread of black and white squares)?
4. When the iteration sequence is reversed (you invert
the square your about to land on, not the one you came
from) Langton’s ant theta variable generates a quadratic
curve of N=2, which requires examination.
5. What is the Fourier component of the 104 highway?
At best it must contain only 104 terms as a Taylor
polynomial.
6. What happens if the lattice is not square? How does
this effect all the variables, what pattern exists?
Web Resources
A nice applet for interacting with the ant lattice can be
found at https://bigtheta.io/2017/07/29/langtons-ant.html
A helpful webpage showing the bounded toroidal surface
of Langtons ant: http://tcfraser.com/2016/07/01/toroidallangtons-ant/
The following octave / matlab script produces Langton’s
ant. The variables are in the form of the Telegraphers
equation:
http://www.buzwordsalad.com/mfile/lawe_telegraphers.m
To cross reference the variables in Langton’s ant and the
electronic components of a transmission line, please see the
following circuit diagram:
http://www.buzwordsalad.com/images/maxwell/transmission_li
ne_lawe.pdf
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